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abundantly Extremely.
The plant grows abundantly in the wild.

adequate Satisfactory or acceptable in quality or quantity.
The food was adequate.

all
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent whole is often used
informally for wholly.
A totally new situation.

altogether Informal terms for nakedness.
Altogether I m sorry it happened.

ample Fairly large.
She stood with her hands on her ample hips.

amply To an ample degree or in an ample manner.
The evidence amply or fully confirms our suspicions.

automated Operated by largely automatic equipment.
A fully automated process.

completely So as to be complete; with everything necessary.
It was completely different from what we expected.

conversant Well informed about or knowing thoroughly.
Conversant with business trends.

copiously In large quantities.
I was drinking copiously.

entire
Constituting the undiminished entirety lacking nothing essential especially not
damaged.
Was able to keep the collection entire during his lifetime.

entirely
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent (`whole’ is often used
informally for `wholly.
Entirely satisfied with the meal.
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equipped Prepared with proper equipment.
Equipped for service in the Arctic.

fairly To certain extent or degree.
He is fairly clever with computers.

gamut The lowest note in the gamut scale.
The whole gamut of human emotion.

generic Applicable to an entire class or group.
The plot of the film isn t just generic it s insultingly stupid.

grown Fully developed.
A grown woman.

mature Fully developed or matured and ready to be eaten or used.
When the policy matures it pays off the loan.

matured Fully ripe; at the height of bloom.

outright Wholly and completely.
He was killed outright.

penetrable Possible to understand; understandable.
Penetrable defenses.

perfect The perfect tense.
Perfect manners.

perfectly In a perfect or faultless way.
A perfectly idiotic idea.

quite To the utmost or most absolute extent or degree; absolutely; completely.
I quite agree.

ripen Cause to ripen or develop fully.
The sun ripens the fruit.

sufficiency
Self sufficiency or independence of character especially of an arrogant or
imperious sort.
A sufficiency of good food.

sufficient
Of a quantity that can fulfill a need or requirement but without being
abundant.
They had sufficient resources to survive.

totally Completely; absolutely.
So then Julie like totally dumps her boyfriend Tommy.

utterly Completely and without qualification; absolutely.
Utterly miserable.
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whole
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent whole is often used
informally for wholly.
Gave his whole attention.
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